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Letter from the Executive Principal
Dear Families and Friends of St Joseph's,
Welcome back to the new academic year 17/18 and the new
Autumn Term. I hope that you all had a happy Summer break and were able to enjoy
a break at least from the daily and weekly routines of school and college life. They
say that a break is as good as a rest, I certainly hope so, as I am aware that the long
Summer break may not feel very restful with excited and energetic children and
young people to fill the days.
St Joseph’s hasn’t been quiet and restful at all over the Summer. You will see the
scaffolding and builders’ compounds at the front of the main building. These signal an
army of people who from the first day of the holiday onwards have been working on
two major projects. One, to renovate the top of the parapet around the entrance tower
and the other, to put in a mezzanine floor above what was St Francis’ class. This will
provide a much needed admin team department and free up many small rooms and a
residential block around the rest of the site.
We will also be able to create a more appropriate and user friendly reception area for
visitors to be welcomed into St Joseph’s and have a comfortable place to wait.
The major demolition works of both projects were safely completed during the
Summer break and both projects look to be remaining on schedule with the
scaffolding due to be removed around the October half term. We hope to regain
access to a newly refurbished and designed classroom downstairs in the Summer
Term of 2018.
We welcome a sizeable number of new students to St Joseph’s; joining us gradually
over this first half term and into next half term. Along with the introduction of the
Learning Pathways, Explorer, Discovery and Adventure, which focus on stage rather
than age, there is a definite change to the dynamics and the feel around the place.
We attended the Deanery Schools’ Mass at St Peter’s,
Merrow near Guildford, celebrating the new academic
year with staff representatives. This annual mass
welcomes in the year ahead and particularly
welcomes staff who are new to their school or college.
We attended with Lee Broomfield and Kyla De Souza
who were surprised and pleased at the end to receive
a special blessing of welcome along with all the other
new staff members of the Deanery.
As the leaves start to turn into their wonderful Autumn colours, I find myself looking
forward to all the warm and rich events that we have lined up as we head towards…
dare I say it?....
First, this week, we have our Harvest Festival Liturgies on Wednesday so don’t forget
to bring or send in your non-perishable food donations for us to take to our local
homelessness shelter.
Best wishes to you all, our love and prayers
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STAFF NEWS

The school year is packed with hard work and all our staff are busy supporting and
enhancing the lives of our students. Not surprisingly, when the summer holidays finally
arrive, our term time only staff really look forward to spending time with their families and
enjoying a well earned rest. This summer it appears that some of our staff chose a different
option and have been busier than ever, getting married or adding to their families!!
On a gorgeous summers day,
Sophie and Barnaby were
delighted to share their wedding
with families and friends
Staff and Governors are happy
to
extend
their
warmest
congratulations to the new Mr &
Mrs Aldridge.

Robert and Becky welcomed baby Jude,
born at 2:39am on the 17th August.

Emma and Andy were
content to wait the full
40 weeks but baby Arlo
had couldn't wait and
arrived 3 weeks early
on
Sunday
17th
September.
A perfectly handsome
little 6lb 2oz bundle.

Planning for a new arrival, sorting out the baby’s room and the
equipment you might need can be exciting but it will often take
place as the “arrival date” approaches.
However Dan and Emily who work in our
Residential Department did not have this
luxury. They were taken completely by
surprise by the dramatic and early arrival of
2 months
baby Felicity, who made her entrance just
before the Easter holidays , weighing 570g (1lb 2oz).
Felicity spent her first few months in the neonatal unit at Brighton
then a little stop at Worthing before ending up at Guildford, however
by the summer she had made such wonderful progress, that she was
5 1/2 months
able to move home to be live full time with her Mummy and Daddy.
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STAFF NEWS
APPOINTMENTS & DEPARTMENT CHANGES
Well Done to the following staff on their new appointments Kyla De Sousa was successful in her summer exams and is now undertaking the SCITT Teacher
Training Programme.

Skills Co-ordinator
Dawn Phillips

STA Therapy
Lesley Ann Meir
Rebekah Lickiss

Acting House Managers
Dominic Savio House - Romily Yates
Newlands House - Sally Templeman

Deputy House Managers
John Bosco House - Douglas Skinner
Holy Family - Metodi Markov & Dan Coote

Residential Care Administrator
Amy Cleaver

Long Barn Supported Living Manager
Faisal Iqbal

Residential Care Staff

Education
Kayleigh Mitchell (TA) has decided not to return from
maternity leave; choosing at this point to spend time at home
with her children.
Angela Prince - Chaplain

Sean O’Reilly
Danielle Nunn
Heather Collins
Clive Charles

Springvale Supported
Living

Virginia Devlin – who is leaving to
enjoy her retirement, congratulations.
Elizabeth Dale – Springvale
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Karen Staines
Receptionist

WHAT TYPE OF PERSON ARE YOU?
Describe yourself in five words:

Friendly, helpful, mum, creative and chatty

What’s top of your to-do list?

To paint more

What’s your favourite biscuit?

Shortbread

What’s your top holiday destination?

Barbados

What wouldn’t you do for £1 million?

Walk a tightrope

Who would play you in a film of your
life?

Kim Cattrall (I wish!)

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES
The celebrity I’d most like to have as
a teacher at my school is:

Jamie Oliver

As a child I wanted to grow up to be:

A Policewoman

My most embarrassing moment in
school:

Every Parents’ Evening!!!

If I’ve learned one thing, it’s:

Don’t judge a book by it’s cover

I shouldn’t be telling you this, but:

I’m rubbish at remembering jokes!

Tell us your best joke:

Two packets of crisps strolling down the road, a car
pulls over and the driver asks “Do you two want a lift?”
“No thanks” they reply………. “we’re Walkers!!!”
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INTERSCHOOL EXCHANGES
St. Joseph’s sets Tormead Sixth Form Girls
a STEM Challenge
St. Joseph’s has enjoyed a very positive long-term relationship with Tormead School for Girls in
Guildford. St. Joseph’s young people are given the opportunity to work and socialise with their neurotypical peers, and we provide Tormead girls with new challenges and an opportunity to experience a
different side of life.
Throughout 2016/17 Tormead welcomed one of our girls to study French GCSE with them, as we don’t
currently offer French at St. Joseph’s and this will continue in the coming year. As a ‘thank-you’ we lent
them one of our electric racing cars and also our SENCo Fairley Allan for a day! Fairley has
spearheaded our long standing kit-car racing programme, standing at
the side of many different race tracks supporting our students as they
tear around the course. Of course our absence from the points table
is sometimes down to driver error or over-enthusiasm and this is
something we will work on in-house. Fairley has however, seen first
hand some of the engineering challenges that have held us back from
a place on the winners podium!

With his vast experience of our wonderful car’s shortcomings, Fairley was
therefore most appropriately placed to visit Tormead together with our kit car
and meet the girls. He was happy to set this years STEM (science,
technology, engineering and maths) students a series of engineering
challenges. There were five tasks to tackle, including designing a cooling
system for our overheating motor, a new throttle mechanism and a more
aerodynamic body. Fairley was really impressed with the enthusiasm and
commitment the girls displayed, in all there were nearly 50 girls who produced
some really interesting designs that we hope to make good use of.

Once the work on the car is complete and the
improvements checked, we plan to have the car
out at Goodwood in the Spring. It will be a great
opportunity to extend an offer to the Tormead
girls to share the driving with our own young
people.
Archive photo
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SUPPORTED LIVING NEWS
Max’s Medal Success
Max, previously a student at St. Joseph’s and now a tenant in Springvale
Supported Living Home had an extremely busy summer. Max is an avid
and very able cyclist and he had spent many weekends during the spring
and summer cycling the highways and byways of Surrey and Sussex
with his Mountain Bike Club, SoMTB. This effort and dedication enabled
Max to travel to the Special Olympic GB National Games in Sheffield, full
of confidence. Max did extremely well in the Cycling Disciplines and was
awarded both gold and bronze medals. Everyone at Springvale and St.
Joseph’s are very proud of his achievements but most especially his
parents and his little brother Hamish. His parents said that it was
wonderful that “all his hard work had paid off”.
Max cycles with SoMTB who are based in Redhill. SoMTB are a core
group of 8 riders, who ride regularly on Sundays. The rides are varied
and challenging both off road and on the track. They are led by Mark
Browne, a brilliant coach and 2 other volunteers.
Friendship is very important and they
are all very supportive towards each
other. There is always much laughter
and enjoyment when they are all together whether it's cycling or on
one of their many meals out. As a group they are very well
supported by the parents and fundraisers.
SoMTB have competed in the Special Olympic National Games in
Manchester 2016 and the Special Olympics GB National Games in
Sheffield 2017. The 2017 games included lots of sports with 2600
athletes attending and the SoMTB group enjoyed an amazing
experience winning lots of medals and making lots of friends.

Romanian Children Shoebox Appeal

££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££
It is only September and the Autumn Term is indeed packed with events and activities, however we
already have a Christmas deadline on our radar. Once again we will be supporting Cranleigh Rotary
and St. Nicolas’ Church in their Christmas Shoebox Appeal. Further details
of the appeal and a list of possible items will be included in a later
newsletter. The filled shoeboxes are sent to deprived and disabled
children in western Romania. You may recall that last year we had, yet
again, a great demonstration of generosity by schoolchildren and their
families when almost 1,100 shoeboxes of gifts were collected from ten
local schools.
The eloquent and heartfelt letter of appreciation
by the Romanian coordinator Pastor Corneliu
Medrea was shared in our February newsletter. The date scheduled for
collecting boxes this year is:

13th November 2017
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FUNDRAISING NEWS
MACMILLAN BRAVE THE SHAVE
Sadly for Flip, our Finance Officer, a number of her friends were diagnosed with cancer within a short
period of each other. Flip, together with a wider group of friends, agreed to take action in support of the
Macmillan Organisation which she felt her friends would need as their treatment unfolded. One of the
events was a very generous Fundraising Raffle (see page 10 - Trolley Dash) and the other was to
undergo a “Brave the Shave”.
The date was set for July and Flip’s feelings fluctuated wildly as the
day approached, worrying sometimes if she would actually be able to
go through with it; it was of course a thing she was choosing to do, not
something that was going to just happen to her.
The day of the “Shave” was very daunting, especially as you can see
from the photos, Flip had been used to wearing her hair very long. Flip
conceded that although she had enjoyed having her hair long; more
significantly her husband wasn't keen on short hair at all!!
Flip said the experience was emotional on a number of levels and in
the days and weeks that followed being bald offered her insights that
she had not anticipated. Some people felt that it would be “no big deal”
that it wasn’t as if Flip was losing her hair from cancer treatment. Of
course the latter is true, Flip has said that she didn’t for a minute think
she would be able to relate to the emotional journey that some one receiving a cancer diagnosis and
all that the treatment and acceptance entails. However, she would dispute that it wasn’t “a big deal”,
since at the time of the “shave” the room was full of people to witness the event. It was even broadcast
live via You Tube.
First, Flip’s hair was sectioned into 5 plaits and a close family member
was assigned the responsibility of snipping each one. Cutting Flip’s hair
was physically something that Flip’s God-daughter could not bring herself
to do and Flip reflected that families with members who were losing their
hair through treatment would also be struggling with the physical changes
in their loved ones. Afterwards Flip was also aware that when she was out
in public, she was treated differently whilst her head was bald and also
when it was growing back, initially in a haphazard fashion. She realised
that people were unsure how to approach her, some asked outright what
had happened to her hair and others didn’t mention it at all but treated her
with a gentleness that she wasn't used to previously. Whilst Flip wore her
“Brave the Shave” t-shirt on a number of occasions, it wasn’t possible to
wear it all the time.
Flip has raised £1200 so far but would of course welcome any more donations, Here is the link that
can still be used:

https://bravetheshave.macmillan.org.uk/shavers/philippa-gallacher
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FUNDRAISING
TROLLEY DASH
Another of Flip’s Fundraising efforts for MacMillan was to organise a Great Event Evening so that
friends could gather for an enjoyable evening raising money for a good cause. One of the events
was a Big Raffle and many local companies were very generous in their donations. Flip spent £5
on tickets, happy to win almost any of the wonderful things offered although she was secretly
hoping that she didn't win 1st Prize which was a round of golf at a local 4* Golf Course. Flip is not a
golf aficionado!
Flip’s wish was indeed granted and she didn't win the Golf Prize
however much to her delight she won 2nd prize which was a
“Trolley Dash” around her local Coop in Ripley.
Flip had taken advice from her friends and family and arrived last
week at the Coop in her trainers and running gear. The whole Coop
Team from Ripley including the local area manager and the shop
manager were there to ensure the experience was a success. They
even closed the shop despite it being normal opening hours and
had invited the local press as well as the local Councillor. Flip was
particularly aware that the general public were forming a queue
outside the doors. The pressure was definitely on.
The staff had arranged empty trollies at the end of each row and
gave Flip a little pep talk on what wasn’t included (Alcohol) and with
a theatrical countdown, the “dash” began.
Flip started well and then got distracted with what she “thought”
she needed at home and then of course the staff
joined in to help and before she knew it she had
four trollies filled with chocolate, baby milk, coffee
and washing powder!! Flip said the time went so
quickly despite the fact that the member of staff
manning the stopwatch had managed to squeeze
120 seconds into the “1 minute” allowed!!
Once Flip got to the till, the cashier started to ring
up the shopping and Flip couldn't believe how
much she had gathered in such a short space of
time.

£££
£££

As you can see the till receipt stretched much further than it
would normally for her weekly shop. Flip also hopes that her
weekly shops can be completed in much the same time!
When all the items were added up the total came to £327 and
Flip was grateful that her normal weekly shop wasn't as
expensive. The event was a wonderful mixture of nervewracking and exciting and it felt like a real life version of
“Supermarket Sweep”. For anyone else who has the pleasure
of doing a trolley dash, Flip would advise them to wear trainers
and have some idea beforehand of the things you want and
which aisle they are normally stored. Flip is now busy working
out which Charity to donate her amazing windfall to!
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LITURGIES & CELEBRATIONS
Harvest Celebration
Next week we will be gathering together in the Chapel to celebrate our Harvest Liturgy. Families and
friends are very welcome to join us.
Harvest Celebration times for each class are as follows;
12:45pm Liturgy - St Christopher, St Clare, St Phillip, St John, St Patrick, St Cuthbert
2:30pm Liturgy - St Andrew, St Nicolas, St Martha, Leavers 1 and 2
Families are welcome to join Annie in her office for refreshments,
which will be available between the Liturgies.
As in previous years when all the donations are presented at the
Festival, students from College will then pack the items and transport
them to the Number 5 Shelter in Guildford, which provides support for
the homeless all year round.

archive photo

££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££
A flyer was sent to friends, families and governors
last week, sharing the times of the Harvest
Celebration and an appeal for donations. We are
lucky to have been offered a number of tinned items
from Flip’s “Trolley Dash” and of course Alison and
Jan will donate items from the kitchen and our
allotment. Some donations have arrived from staff
but hopefully we can look forward to some
wonderful gifts from our wider community of
governors and families arriving with our students on Monday and Tuesday.
Guildford's Number 5 project were so grateful for the donation last year and really enjoyed meeting
our students. They are always keen to receive donations of fresh, tinned or dried food and have
mentioned that toiletries whilst not a traditional offering at harvest are certainly something their guests
appreciate.
A list of suggested items from their website includes Coffee, Sugar, Tinned Ham, Chopped Tomatoes, Tinned Pies, Tinned Fruit, Tinned Veg,
Biscuits, Squash, Marmite, Honey, Peanut Butter Washing Powder, Fabric Conditioner,
Deodorant (roll on or spray), Floor Cleaner, Toilet Duck, All-Purpose Cleaning Spray

££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££££
Thanksgiving for Families
Each year the Diocese of Arundel & Brighton honour the role that Grandparents perform in supporting
the wider family. This year the week long celebrations begin on Sunday 1st October. At St. Joseph’s all
are welcome particularly our Grandparents to a liturgy of Celebration & Thanksgiving for Families on
Wednesday 4th October. The times of the Liturgy for each specific class will be the same as the
Harvest Festival above.
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FUNDRAISING NEWS
Generous Additions to our Horticulture Facilities
As long ago as 2010, St. Joseph’s received a grant from the Awards for All Lottery which enabled us
to split our large semi enclosed but underused kitchen garden into two sections.
One side was retained by the school for horticulture studies and the second side was divided into
small community plots/allotments. These were offered to local residents who wanted to “grow their
own”. The funding allowed us to install rabbit fencing around the entire area as well as purchase a
large poly tunnel and some basic gardening tools for the community gardeners, which they could
store in an old shed.
In a very practical way the new arrangements suited both parties since from St. Joseph’s
perspective we now had a secure area where we could grow produce without it being eaten by the
local wildlife. Accordingly our own in-house gardeners (students) have relished planting, tending and
harvesting our plot and thanks to our staff of Jan, Mick and Gareth who support the teaching
provision, it has really “blossomed”. Equally the 20 community gardeners have enjoyed regularly
tending their own plots each and every year. The initiative also offered an indirect benefit in that it
presented an opportunity to interact with our local community, to safely share the same growing
spaces as our students, each respecting and often admiring their horticulture skills and produce. In
return our Community Gardeners are invited to join us to take part on Grounds Days.
In fact there was only one significant shortcoming, something was indeed missing and sooner or
later each of the gardeners realised what it was!! It was in fact the absence of toilet facilities!
The kitchen garden is quite a long walk from school buildings and sometimes during the journey to
and from a purpose built toilet, our student gardeners would be distracted by other events and would
need some encouragement to return to the garden after a comfort break! This impacted on the
time spent working in the garden. And for our community gardeners, well the school is 1½ miles
from the village, not on public transport and due to Safeguarding and Child Projection issues we
were unable to give them access to the school toilets.
In addition, although not as significant as a missing toilet, the shed that the Community Gardeners
inherited was slowly rotting. It was perched on a small concrete block and constantly being attacked
by the elements!

New Shed

New Toilet Facilities

However thanks to the generosity of both the Nineveh Trust and the Big Lottery Fund we
have been able to complete these projects and can now look forward to lots of happy,
focussed and contented gardeners!
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ENTERPRISE GROUPS 2017/18
BAKERY - Roll Models
Following class discussions involving students and staff the 2017/18
Enterprise Groups have been agreed.
With great enthusiasm, the new bakers put on their uniform. They
embraced their new responsibilities especially with regard to health and
hygiene with a fantastic attitude, learning the importance of hand
cleanliness and successfully completing the test on the 6 steps required
when washing your hands prior to food preparation.
Hands washed, aprons on and areas prepared; the team took to the task of
baking! George made a start on a great red onion and rosemary focaccia
whilst Celso, Hannah and Lee all began the orders for the cheese and
garlic knots.
Whilst we waited for the four doughs to rise we undertook a costing
exercise to see what we had spent on the ingredients for each of the
focaccias and rolls. Next week we are going to add the cost of plastic
gloves, cling film, baking paper, foil and paper bags to our food totals to
see how much they cost in total. This will ensure the bakers arrive at a suitable amount that covers
outgoings and includes a profit. The small profit will be used to fund future flavour venture trials. Lee
and George also helped deliver our produce and collect money from our customers.
By the end of Monday morning we had enough orders to double the production we had last week. We
are also reintroducing the old favourite of chorizo, cheese and tomato twists. Milo also joined in and
made his own brown bread rolls that he took back to share with his friends in his group.

Rene has just launched the new textile enterprise and
St. David’s are the first class to be involved in this. Their
first venture is to design motifs for calico bags; exploring
pattern, colour and texture.

TEXTILES

In fact the team are so pleased with their first
attempts that they have already been
acquired by the class for the students to use.
The Textile Team have also been learning
health and safety techniques, such as how to
pass scissors to each other correctly.
This week they have also been learning how
to thread a needle and how to cross stitch on
binca cloth. Following their test pieces the
students will design and make their own cross
stitch book marks. Watch out for these at the
Christmas fair.
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PUZZLE CORNER

Literacy
For those who prefer a literacy based challenge, this term each newsletter
will feature a word puzzle based around the title of a well known classic
novel. You are invited to make as many words from the phrase offered, as
you can. In this edition the phrase is

“To Kill a Mocking Bird”
Numeracy

7

Of course there are those who prefer a
numeracy based challenge and again
this term we offer a new & challenging
suduko for you to work through.
All entries for either puzzle are
welcome.
Please send your completed puzzles to
Lauren or Kial via the main office referencing your letter or email
Puzzle Answers.
The Office email is office@stjosephscranleigh.surrey.sch.uk
The puzzles are just for the fun of it, but
we will be happy to publish the names
of any successful winners in the
newsletter.
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Speech & Language - APP OF THE WEEK
Fun Clock for Kids – Learn how to tell time
By QuizPedia

Cost: £2.99

This ‘Fun Clock’ app on ITunes helps individuals to learn to tell
the time in a fun and methodical way. It has four levels namely:
hours, half hours, quarters and minutes.
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THERAPY NEWS
Occupational Therapy
Eating in the dining room
Our young people need lots of skills to be able to ask for their lunch and take it to sit down and eat in the
dining hall. Some of these skills include:

Physical skills















Cognitive skills

Walk to and from the counter
Lift arms to receive plate from over the
counter
Balance and coordination to walk whilst
carrying items
Bending and reaching to collect cutlery
Hand strength and coordination to hold
plate and cutlery in 1 or 2 hands
Placing plate on table with suitable
force and fluid movement
Holding cutlery functionally to skewer or
scoop food, lifting and rotating it
towards mouth
Opening mouth, putting food in, closing
mouth and removing cutlery
Chewing on food before swallowing
Trunk balance and core strength to
remain sitting upright in chair
Scoop excess food into bin, moving in a
downwards motion
Place plate in the stacker with adequate
force and speed
Release cutlery into water bath







Memory of where to go to collect food,
retrieve cutlery and where to dispose of
items at the end of the meal
Choose what to eat
Attention to position of food on plate
whilst carrying it
Spatially aware of people and items
within the room
Social skills







Expressive communication - saying
what you want to eat, either verbally or
non-verbally
Receptive communication – listening
and understanding what is said
Social rules of behaviour whilst eating
Interacting with others at the table
Psychological skills



Frustration tolerance – whilst waiting to
be served and waiting to be given your
food

As OTs, we are able to work with the students to assist their development with each of the above skills
to increase their self-care and independence.

Makaton
Signs
of the
Week
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Dates for your diary
SEPTEMBER
Wednesday 27th

Harvest Celebrations 12.45pm and 2.30pm
(see separate flyer for Class details)

OCTOBER
w/b Sunday 1st

Diocesan Grandparents’ Week

Wednesday 4th

Thanksgiving for Families Liturgy 12.45pm and 2.30pm
(see separate flyer for Class details)

w/b Monday 16th

Arts Week

Wednesday 18th

10.30 - 12noon Family Coffee Morning
Unveiling of the Willow Onion Sculpture
Our Lady Liturgy & Procession 12.45pm and 2.30pm
(see separate flyer for Class details)

Friday 20th

Arts Week Celebration Day including Oscar Ceremony
Last day of term - Students finish 3pm

Monday 30th

Students return to School at 9.30am

NOVEMBER
Wednesday 1st

Roast Dinner Day 2017

Friday 10th

11am - 1 minute silence

w/b Monday 13th

Kindness Week

Wednesday 15th

10.30 - 12noon Family Coffee Morning

Friday 17th

Children in Need Disco - Spotacular Theme

Friday 24th

Student Takeover Day 2017

DECEMBER
Wednesday 6th

Advent & Christingle Celebration 12.45pm and 2.30pm
(see separate flyer for Class details)

Friday 8th

Christmas Fair

Wednesday 13th

FestiviTea 10am - 12noon (Family Coffee Morning)

Friday 15th

Save the Children Christmas Jumper Day Disco

Thursday 21st

Carol Service & Nativity (All Students) 1.30pm & 7pm

Friday 22nd

Last day of term - Students finish 3pm

The next newsletter will be published on Friday 6th October 2017.

